METASPIRE HELPS HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS REMAIN COMPETITIVE AND

streamline operations

IDENTIFY&ANALYZE > areas of opportunity
Metaspire helps healthcare organizations seek out and employ the best strategies to close performance gaps
and efficiently manage operations for long-term financial viability.
An understanding of today’s healthcare business challenges and strengths makes Metaspire, a strategic management
consulting firm, remarkably responsive and effective in helping balance financial, operational, and human resource needs
for healthcare organizations and executives who lead them. With an astute awareness of internal political hurdles as well
as government regulations, Metaspire strategically deploys its business process analysis, organizational development skills,
rigorous analytical capabilities, and creativity for each healthcare client’s unique needs.

IMPLEMENT&SUSTAIN > targeted&transformative improvements
Metaspire embodies the power to help your organization align strategic initiatives to key objectives and achieve
strong operations improvement that can be applied enterprise-wide or to select departments or functional areas.
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Improved efficiency and effectiveness of operations and compliance activities
Maximized Human Capital
Eliminated non-value added work, resulting in optimized resource capabilities
Increased effectiveness and agility to respond to customer requirements and market challenges
Aligned processes and resources with the organization’s vision, mission and goals
Empowered intelligence-based decisions that drive profitable growth and measurable results

Plus Metaspire provides:
n Industry certification preparation
n Robust Electronic Health Records (EHR) requirements
n Quality improvements made simple
n Employees with the capabilities to sustain quality day to day performance
n Cultural readiness tools and techniques
Whether growth, competitive forces, or other factors necessitate changes within your healthcare organization, consider
Metaspire a valued resource to steer your organization in the right direction.

“Within 4 months, Metaspire’s rapid approach helped develop and integrate a
quality method to improve our day to day business functions. One example is linking our business processes engineering to people development needs, career paths
and job descriptions to position the People in the Organization for success.

”

– Sandy Kleinberg, Director of Business Process Engineering, Excellus BlueCross BlueShield

Call 866-630-6334 to schedule a complementary initial assessment.
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